Web/Ecom Engineer
We’re looking for bright software engineers to join our team and help tackle technical challenges and capitalize on
business opportunities. The Onomie tech team is a small team that works hand in hand with business units to directly
impact our customer experience, operations workflows, meet aggressive revenue goals, and beyond. We are looking for
someone who has an analytical mind, who can dream up interesting solutions (vs. “this is just how it’s done”), and can
take ownership of projects and code.

Front-End / UX



High level of aptitude in JQuery, LESS (CSS), and comfortable working with server-side code (PHP, Ruby, Python, etc.)
Great intuition for user experience backed by test-driven approach

Back-End / Full Stack




High level of aptitude in PHP, mySQL, JQuery, and LESS (CSS)
Knows way around *nix, apache/nginx, and AWS
Well-versed in MVC/MV* frameworks both on the server and client side (eg: CakePHP, Angular.js)

All Positions






Keen understanding of responsive web
Experience with interesting projects outside of academic work and/or industry experience
Recent grad/intern >= 3.6 GPA in Computer Science, Computer Engineering or equivalent degree
Full or part time
Located in New York City

About
Onomie (onomie.com) was created to simplify beauty by combining clinically-validated skincare formulas with advanced
makeup technology to provide multi-benefit products to women who recognize that beauty should not be complicated.
We formulate purposefully to simplify daily habits, we speak to customers in a new, approachable way, and we aim to use
business to make the world more lovely by doing good through product, our family (team) and giving back to women’s
education and empowerment.
Brainchild & Co. (brainchildco.com), a private holding company and business creation firm, is creating various products
and services including apparel, health/wellness, and skincare/cosmetics. Kal Vepuri is Founder and Chairman of
Brainchild, where he works with diversely talented teams to build products that leverage technology to deliver
unparalleled customer-centric experiences.
To date, Brainchild Holdings has invested in over 100 companies, with over 250 founders that have attracted over $4BB of
follow-on capital to date. Kal’s strategic investments span technology, consumer brands, healthcare, sustainable energy,
and financial services, including investments in Warby Parker, Classpass, Harry’s, Sweetgreen, Artsy, Gusto, Docker,
Dataminr and Oscar Health. Brainchild has also launched and fully funded multiple companies, including Onomie.
Please submit your resume to (jobs@brainchildco.com) and include “Onomie Web/Ecom Engineer” in the subject line.
Brainchild/Onomie is not accepting candidates via recruiters for this position.
Join us, and make stuff that matters.

